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Introduction
NoSQL Versus SQL



Review of DataBases
DataBase Management System 
(DBMS)

- Software which controls the 
storage, retrieval, deletion, and 
access in databases.

- Examples: Database file systems

CRUD Operations

Create, Read, Update, Delete



Review of SQL
- Proposed by IBM mathematician Dr Edgar Cobb in 1970.

Relational Database

Modifiable tables that have rows (items/records/tuples/instances) and 

columns (attributes/fields), where data entries have intermediate 

relations and where each column has a predefined data type. 

Relational Database Management System (RDBMS)

DBMS that regulates relational databases, whose data is typically 

accessed by Structured Query Language (SQL).



Review Schema

A set of constraints that describes a 

well-defined database, like tables, fields, 

relationships, views, and indices.

Atomic Transaction 

A series of database operations that 

either succeed or fail together.

Types of OnLine Processing

Transnasional (OLTP), Analytical (OLAP), 

and Complex (OLTP).

Terminology



Problem Statement

Relational Database Management Systems (RDBMS) are not always the best 

storage solution:

1. In agile development, business requirements changes frequently, and 

restructuring RDBMS/SQL is time-consuming. 

2. Big data is getting bigger, but hardware performance has upper boundaries. 

Vertical scalability is not always cost-effective.

3. Customer experience correlates with database availability and elasticity. 

Switching back and forth between resources may cause downtimes. 

Structured Query Language (SQL)



Not only Structured Query Language

Flexible, Scalable, High-Performance & Functionality

1. Frequent System Upgrades: Relaxed Fields/Columns.

2. Semi-Structured Data: Distributable Files/Rows.

3. Ideal for Real-Time, User Experience, and Big Data.

● Not Intended for OnLine Transaction Processing (OLTP), 

such as Electronic Funds Transfer (EFT), nor OLAP.

(NoSQL, pronounced “no sequel”)



CAP & PACELC Theorems
Distributed DBMS that are tolerant to Partitioning 
must pick either Data Availability or Consistency 
during a network failure* (Dr Eric Brewer, 2000). 
Else, the systems have to trade off Latency 
against Consistency during normal network 
conditions (Dr Daniel Abadi, 2010). 

ATM

ATM

ATM

ATM

* the available data is incorrect when it is 
incomplete.



Key Differences

SQL
Referential Integrity (ACID)
Vertical Scalability
Strict Schema
Space Efficiency (join)
Complex Queries
Fast Updates*

NoSQL
Partition Tolerance (BASE)
Horizontal Scalability
Flexible Schema
Embedded Documents (lookup)
Fast Queries*
Complex Updates

* at some circumstances when high-volume 
data is structured in multiple tables.



NoSQL Models
Terminology & Types



Terms of NoSQL
The acronym NoSQL was coined by Carlo Strozzi in 1998. 

Not only SQL (NoSQL)

Flexible data models that store and access collections of semi-structured files using the 
key-value format instead of the tuples format. It’s mainly for user-generated content. 

Non-Relational (NoSQL/Schemaless) Database

A database that is not constrained by one schema that enforces rigid data types; instead, 
each record is saved with its own partial schema, defined on non-null columns.

Non-Relational Database Management System (NRDBMS)

DBMS that manages non-relational databases using NoSQL, providing a mechanism that is 
natively distributable rather than natively relational for storage and retrieval of data. 



1. Key-Value 

Redis, Riak, DynamoDB

2. Wide-Column 

Cassandra, HBase, BigTable

3. Graph 

Neo4j, Cosmos DB, Dex

4. Document 

MongoDB, CouchDB, RavenDB, Elasticsearch 

Common NoSQL Types
& NRDBMS examples



1. Key-Value Datastore (Database) 
Simplest NoSQL Type

Unique Key -> Value



2. Wide-Column (Column Family)
Each column is a separate key-value store. Relevant columns can be 

grouped in a “column family,” so they are retrieved together.





3. Graph Database
Graph Indices:

1. Node for entities

2. Edges for 

relationships





4. Document Database
The NoSQL type that stores anything

Unique Key -> Document

- Keys are filenames of documents.
- Documents are JavaScript Object 

Notation (JSON), Extensible 
Markup Language (XML), or 
Binary JSON (BSON) files. 





Many Data Storage Options

 Types: (5)  Geographical, (6) Time-Series, (7) Text, (8) Immutable Ledger.



DB-Engines Ranking - Trend Popularity

Source: https://db-engines.com/en/ranking_trend
For More: https://scalegrid.io/blog/2019-database-trends-sql-vs-nosql-top-databases-single-vs-multiple-database-use

https://db-engines.com/en/ranking_trend
https://scalegrid.io/blog/2019-database-trends-sql-vs-nosql-top-databases-single-vs-multiple-database-use


MongoDB
The Most Popular Document Dataset



Mongo DataBase
1. In Feb 2009, a NY-based startup called “10gen” (now MongoDB Inc) released 

MongoDB as an open source project (GNU AGPLv3), written in C++. 
2. "By reducing transactional semantics, we could still solve an interesting set of 

problems, but we could also scale" -Dwight Merriman, a MongoDB founder.
3. The “mongo” is an abbreviation of “humongous.” In June 2019, it extended 

“support for distributed multi-document ACID transactions.” 
4. MongoDB has approximately 27,000 customers.





Mongo Objects



Specs and Limits
    a. Database (Directory)

        - names are case-sensitive but also its case insensitive must be unique.

        - names have fewer than 64 characters, not in /\. "$

    b. Collection (Folder for each table)

        - names cannot have $ or null characters.

        - max size can be “capped” for high-throughput circular buffers.

    c. Document (File for each row)

        - Binary JavaScript Object Notation (BSON)

        - max size: 16 MB; max embedding: 100 levels

        - atomic modification of embedded documents and items



    d. Fields (Columns)

        - names cannot contain null characters.

    e. Indices (Keys Applied on columns)

        - "_id" is unique in each collection, cannot be updated or left null (sparse).

        - custom indices can be sparse, unique, compound, multikey, text, 2d.

        - downtime while creating and removing indices.

        - fast query: select & sort documents without scanning contents.

        - max number per collection: 31-64.

        - can be at any level, such as an item of an embedded document.

        - can’t query text ($text) and Geospatial ($near) indices at the same time.



Embedding and Lookup Data Models
(Joins of Tables/Collections)



Mongo Client Drivers

Some notations may differ between implementations.



DBMS Editions
MongoDB Community (On Premises)

Available on Windows, Mac OS X, and Linux

MongoDB Atlas (In Cloud)

Available on AWS, Google Cloud, and Microsoft Azure



Installation
Setting up a PyMongo client, Atlas cluster, and database user



PyMongo Driver
Connect to MongoDB Atlas in Python

1. Obtain a database username and password from

https://cloud.MongoDB.com

2. Install PyMongo

!pip install pymongo

3. import pymongo and establish connection

import pymongo

client=pymongo.MongoClient("mongodb+srv://

username:password@cluster.ljnpa.mongodb.net/myDB)

https://www.mongodb.com/atlas


Detailed Steps at https://www.mongodb.com/basics/mongodb-atlas-tutorial

Create an Atlas cluster

https://www.mongodb.com/basics/mongodb-atlas-tutorial


• Database Access > “Add User” 
• Network Access > “Add IP Address”
• Databases/Clusters > “Connect”

Add a database user



CRUD Operations in PyMongo
Insert, Find, Update, and Delete (using MongoDB Atlas & Python)



PyMongo Driver
Browse Databases and Collections

1. Print existing databases names

print( client.list_database_names() )

2. Select a database and print existing database names

print( client.database.list_collection_names() )

3. Select a collection and print the number of documents

print( client.database.collection.count_documents({}) )



Create and Delete Functions



PyMongo Driver
Insert and Delete One Document

1. Another notation for selecting a collection

c1 = client['database']['collection']

2. Insert one document (also create 'database' and 'collection')

c1.insert_one({"new_column":"new_row"})

3. Delete the first document that matches filter

filter = {"new_column":"new_row"}

c1.delete_one( filter )



PyMongo Driver
Insert and Delete Many Documents

1. Insert a bulk of posts

posts = [ {"new_column":"new_row1"},

{"new_column":"new_row2"} ]

c1.insert_many( posts )

2. Delete the documents that match a query filter

filter = {"new_column": { "$exists": True } }

c1.delete_many( filter )

c1.drop() # deletes collection



Read and Update Functions



PyMongo Driver
Find and Pop Documents

1. Return specific fields (projection) of the first matching document

filter = {"new_column":"new_row1"}

projection = {"new_column":True}

doc1 = c1.find_one(filter, projection)

2. Query dataset and return all fields of matching documents

doc1 = c1.find(filter)

3. Read specific fields (projection) and delete document 

doc1 = c1.find_one_and_delete(filter, projection)



PyMongo Driver
Update Existing Documents

1. Replace document with another

filter = {"new_column":"new_row1"}

new_post = {"new_column":"new_row3"} 

c1.replace_one(filter, new_post)

2. Update specific fields of a document

field = { "$set" : {"float_column":"1.3"} }

c1.update_one(filter, field) 



User-Defined Indices in PyMongo
Unique, Sparse, Spatial, Time-To-Live (TTL)



PyMongo Driver
Insert a document with a unique field

1. Insert a new index 

c1.create_index( "unique_column" , sparse = True , 
unique = True )

try:

c1.insert_one( {"unique_column": "email1" } )

except pymongo.errors.DuplicateKeyError:

    print("duplicate")



PyMongo Driver
Insert a Geospatial 2d or GEOSPHERE index 
1. Create a 2D spatial index

c1.create_index([ ("xy", pymongo.GEO2D), ])

2. Add the document with the new index

c1.insert_many([ {"xy":[1, 2]}, {"xy":[2, 1]} ])

3. Use a spatial operator when querying the new index

center = [1,1.1]; radius = 1; 

c1.find( {"xy": {"$within": {"$center": [center, 
radius]}}} ) 



PyMongo Driver
Insert a document that expires after 8 hours
1. Determine the expiration datetime in GMT/UTC

from datetime import datetime, timedelta

gmt = datetime.utcnow() + timedelta(hours=8)

2. Create a Time-To-Live (TTL) index

c1.create_index( "expiration_datetime", sparse=True,

 expireAfterSeconds=0 )

3. Add the document with the new index

c1.insert_one( {"expiration_datetime": gmt } )



Large Data & Streams
Larger-Than-16MB Time Series and File Stores



1. Time Series Collections

- Documents’ columns: timestamps, metadata, and time unit.
- Must be created explicitly:

db.createCollection( "sensors",{timeseries: 

{timeField:"reading_dt", metaField:"sensor_id"}} )

- Optimized functionalities:
Derivatives and integrals, time shifts, moving averages, archiving. 



2. Grid File Store (GridFS)

- Chunks Collection: chunks’ data and sequence numbers.
- File Collection: documents’ metadata, like chunk & total sizes.



Collection-Level Queries
Pipelines, Limits, and Nested Documents



Aggregation Pipeline & Group-By



“mapReduce” and “distinct” Functions



PyMongo Driver
Filter numerical fields 

1. Count documents that have "float_column" greater than 4

posts = [ {"float_column":3}, {"float_column":5} ]

c1.insert_many( posts )

c1.count_documents( {"float_column":{"$gt":4}} )

2. Sum "float_column" that are less than 8

list(c1.aggregate([ {"$match":{"float_column":{"$lt":8}}},  

{"$group":{"_id":"null", "lt_8_sum":{"$sum":"$float_column"}, 
"lt_8_count":{"$sum":1},}}    ]))

list( c1.aggregate([{    "$group":{"_id":"null", 
"lt_8_sum":{"$sum":{"$cond":[{"$lt":["$float_column",
8]}, "$float_column",0]}},}    }]))



PyMongo Driver
Perl Compatible Regular Expressions

1. Return documents that have "new_column" ending in "row2"

list( c1.find({"new_column":{"$regex":"row2$"}}) )

Query Items in List Objects
2. Return documents where the first index in "lists_column" equals 1

c1.insert_many([{ "lists_column": [0,1,2] },

{ "lists_column": [1,2,3] },{ "lists_column": [2,3,4] }])

list( c1.find({"lists_column.0":1}).limit(3) 



Change Streams
Clients receive notifications of new changes in data collections.

cursor = db.collection.watch( pipeline )
document = next( cursor )



Bulk Write Operations
Serial/Ordered and Parallel/Unordered



MongoDB Cluster (Replica Set)
- MongoDB priorities Consistency over Availability by 

default, but it has high Availability by design:

- Eligible Secondary processors nominate and elect a new 

Primary within 10-12 seconds if there is no Primary.

- Primary receives all the writing operations, which are 

replicated to up-to-50 redundant Secondary databases.



Bulk of Up-To-1,000 Operations 
Ordered
● One operation is posted at a time, 

one by one in their order of entry.

● An exception error erupts the 

remaining operations in the series. 

● It is generally slower but ideal when 

operations modify the same pieces 

of data.

Unordered
● Multiple operations are posted at 

once, in a randomly efficient order. 

● Exception errors erupt only the 

specific operations that have them.

● It can cause miscalculations but ideal 

when operations modify different 

pieces of data.



PyMongo Driver
Define a List of Insert and Update Operations
requests_list = [

        pymongo.DeleteMany({}),  # causes miscalculations if unordered

        pymongo.InsertOne({'new_column': 1}),

        pymongo.UpdateOne({'new_column': 1}, {'$set': {'float_column': 2.2}}),

        pymongo.UpdateOne({'new_column': 1}, {'$inc': {'float_column': 1}}),

        pymongo.InsertOne({'unique_column': "email2"}),

        pymongo.InsertOne({'unique_column': "email2"}), # raises an exception

        pymongo.InsertOne({'unique_column': "email3"}), # runs only if unordered

    ]



PyMongo Driver
Apply a bulk of ordered/unordered operations

from pprint import pprint

try:

res = c1.bulk_write( requests_list , ordered = True )

except pymongo.errors.BulkWriteError as e:

pprint( e.details )

else:

pprint( res.bulk_api_result )



References
Resources & Documentations



Compare NoSQL Types

https://studio3t.com/knowledge-base/articles/nosql-database-types/

https://db-engines.com/en/ranking_trend

Install Atlas & Community Editions

https://www.mongodb.com/Atlas

https://docs.mongodb.com/manual/administration/install-community

https://docs.mongodb.com/drivers

Read More about PyMongo and ($) Operators

https://docs.mongodb.com/manual/reference/operator

https://pymongo.readthedocs.io/en/stable/index.html

https://www.simplilearn.com/big-data-and-analytics/mongodb-certification-training

https://docs.mongodb.com/manual/core/geospatial-indexes

https://studio3t.com/knowledge-base/articles/nosql-database-types/
https://db-engines.com/en/ranking_trend
https://www.mongodb.com/Atlas
https://docs.mongodb.com/manual/administration/install-community
https://docs.mongodb.com/drivers
https://docs.mongodb.com/manual/reference/operator
https://pymongo.readthedocs.io/en/stable/index.html
https://www.simplilearn.com/big-data-and-analytics/mongodb-certification-training?referrer=search&tag=mongodb
https://docs.mongodb.com/manual/core/geospatial-indexes


Summary



When To Use MongoDB?
● Application deals with Big Data, 

● Response must be in Real Time,

● Business needs a flexible schema,

● Data Integrity isn’t a high priority.

DBMS have different specifications.

Developers

Use Both

MySQL & 

MongoDB



Thank you.
● Ahmad Zuhair Hasanain, UQU
• Dr Veton Kepuska, FIT


